
Houston, We Have a Problem
Equity Compensation in an Industry Crisis
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• John Roe, ISS Corporate Solutions

› john.roe@isscorporatesolutions.com

• David Bixby, Pearl Meyer

› david.bixby@pearlmeyer.com
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• Background

• Weathering the storm – reacting in real time

• Catching your breath – next steps

• Looking ahead - preparing for future cyclicality

• Key Takeaways

• Questions

Agenda
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• Sharp extended decline 

in commodity prices

• Shareholders experience 

dramatic losses…

• …as do employees in 

their outstanding equity 

incentives

Background: Sudden and Deep Downturn
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• Falling stock prices

• Accelerating burn rate

• Short on cash

• Short on plan shares

• Declining compensation values

• Rising retention concerns

• Tense shareholder relations

Welcome to the Perfect Storm
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• NEO salaries mostly frozen

• Annual incentives mostly 

below target

• Long-term incentive mix 

and value mostly held firm 

• …variations by sector

Weathering the Storm: 2016 Proxy Season

Pearl Meyer review of 120+ 

U.S. oil & gas company proxy 

filings across all sectors 

(upstream, midstream, 

downstream, and integrated)
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• Keep target LTI value and mix the same?

› Most common initial response to downturn

› Companies and jobs have not suddenly become less complex

› Stability in equity program combats uncertainty elsewhere

› Equity reinforces commitment to riding out downturn

› Increased numbers of shares at lower prices provides enhanced 

incentive and retention through the existing program without 

dreaded “special” or “retention” awards

Weathering the Storm: Hold the Line on LTI?
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• At reduced stock prices, simply holding the line may 

not be an option

› Current plan reserves may not be sufficient

• Dramatically higher burn rates can cause problems 

with major investors and proxy advisors

› Sharing greater percent of shares in a downturn counterintuitive

› Concerns about “windfall” for management

Weathering the Storm: Is It Really That Simple?
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• Recurring themes in advisory firm reviews of oil & gas 

proxies – leading to roughly 20% of sector receiving 

“Against” vote recommendations for say-on-pay from 

ISS

Weathering the Storm: Tougher SOP Environment
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• Reduce equity plan participation

• Shift equity award mix

• Add or increase cash-based component

• Request more shares

• Reduce award values – haircut, proportional based on 

available shares, hypothetical/floor stock price…

Weathering the Storm: Extending Equity Plan Life
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Polling Question #1: Weathering the Storm

Which statement best describes your approach to long-term 

incentive compensation during 2016?

1. Held the line

2. Held the line…but asked for more shares

3. Shifted value to cash-based awards

4. Shifted value to other equity vehicles

5. Reduced award values
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• Do

› Model potential implications relative to current programs, 

advisory firm models, and investor guidelines

› Be transparent regarding rationale and expected plan life

› Reach out to key investors

• Don’t

› Miss low-hanging fruit - shareholder-preferred plan provisions

› Go in blind

Weathering the Storm: New Plan Approval
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• Lag on ISS plan benchmarks 
placed additional pressure

• Roughly 28% of energy 
company plan proposals 
received “Against” from ISS 
but none failed

• Direct outreach a critical 
aspect of approval in these 
situations
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Weathering the Storm: New Plan Approval

Energy Company plan votes from 12/1/2015 – 8/18/2016

n = 67
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• Be prepared to exercise discretion

› How will discretion be used to temper the results of an 

otherwise sound program?

› How do you decide how much discretion is appropriate?

› How do you communicate discretion to the executive team?

› It’s not just about the equity plan: be especially vigilant to 

check the optics of your non-equity incentive outcomes

Weathering the Storm: Applying Discretion
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• STI programs linked purely to operational metrics can 

provide outsized payouts, even with poor financials

• Discretion often used to cure disconnect

Weathering the Storm: STI Challenges
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• Be careful with discretionary grants

› With declining industry fortunes, many companies believe that 

“retention grants” or “special grants” are required to keep 

their executive team in place during a crisis

› There are legitimate cases – particularly in the context of 

management team transitions and CEO succession

› However, the vast majority of “retention grants” meet with a 

very cold welcome with investors and proxy advisors

Weathering the Storm: “Special” Grants
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• Don’t forget to mention compensation

› While fighting fires, don’t forget to take opportunities to make 

sure your investors are on the same page

› As you field inquiries on strategy for navigating the downturn, 

remember to include a few sentences on what you’re doing 

from a compensation perspective

› A little extra outreach now can make your life much easier 

later…

Weathering the Storm: Engagement
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• Drafting the disclosure

› How do you effectively disclose the changes you’ve made?

• Changes to metrics, lowered goals, discretionary adjustments, 

increased share usage…

› Where do you get the most credit with shareholders and 

advisory firms?

• Salary freeze/reduction, negative discretion, new governance 

provisions…realizable pay and performance alignment?

› How much do you discuss prospective changes?

Catching Your Breath: What’s Next
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• Preparing for the meeting 

› Are there contentious issues you need to get out ahead of?

› Do you attempt to engage shareholders during that magical 

April-May timeframe, and if so, how do you differentiate your 

engagement request?

› Do you need to hire a solicitor?

› Even without contentious issues, a discussion of the annual 

shareholder outreach process is an increasingly common 

component of the CD&A section

Catching Your Breath: What’s Next
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Polling Question #2: What’s Next?

Which statement best describes your approach to 

shareholder engagement on compensation?

1. A normal part of our annual calendar

2. 2016 will be/has been our first year

3. Only in years where problems are anticipated

4. No history of outreach and none planned

5. You want us to talk to our shareholders about pay?
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• Defining the “new normal”

› Assuming downturn is not a short-term aberration, how do you 

address compensation norms?

› For equity grants in particular, do target values and awards mix 

make sense in light of

• New company size/complexity

• Burn rate considerations

Catching Your Breath: What’s Next
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• Oil & gas is cyclical by nature – do programs reflect 

that reality?

• Short-term incentives

› Are metrics truly aligned with strategy and value creation? 

› Balance profitability vs. operational or strategic measures

• Long-term incentives

› Is mix properly balanced?

› How does TSR performance play into plan design?

Looking Ahead: Preparing for Future Cyclicality
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• No plan design can foresee every potential outcome

› Formulas occasionally produce results that don’t make sense

› Ability and willingness to exercise discretion is critical

• Prepare the Committee and executives

› Set expectations early regarding range of possible outcomes

› Review guidelines periodically (at least every other year)

› Ensure broad-based participants understand potential for 

adjustment

Looking Ahead: Preparing for Future Cyclicality
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• Get your metrics in line with value creation

• Be prepared to exercise discretion & set expectations

• Beware of the dreaded “retention” grant

• Get out ahead of equity plan proposals

• Don’t miss opportunities for communication & 

outreach

Key Takeaways



Questions



Thank You




